It’s what’s on
the inside

There are many shutter companies, but none quite like
Shutterly Fabulous. We’re the UK’s original shutter experts,
with a reputation for quality, service and value that runs
through everything we do. The finest hardwood shutters.
The smartest design advice. The most complete installation
service. Exceptional customer care. All wrapped up in a
price promise that guarantees you the UK’s lowest quotes.

Mark Carter
Founder of Shutterly Fabulous

Whatever your space, whatever your style, whatever your
budget, we have top-quality shutters to match. Browse this
brochure to get a feel for our collection and some inspiration
for yourself. We hope it shows how our fabulous shutters
will transform your room.

On quality

On service

On value

We’re shutter
specialists, making
only quality hardwood
shutters and employing
only shutter experts
across our business.

We’re in charge of
your shutters at every
stage. Our pricing
and procedures
are transparent.
Our advice is impartial
and enlightening.

We guarantee you
the lowest UK price
for wooden plantation
shutters. We’ll match
any like-for-like quote.

Get in touch
shutterlyfabulous.com
0800 9 700 800

Custom colour, cool blue, 64mm

“Simply the best company in the world –
great products and amazingly friendly, efficient
and reliable staff. They seem to effortlessly
do what other companies can’t”
Paul from London

Grey, tier-on-tier, 89mm

Bright white, hidden rod, 89mm

Custom colour, french doors, 89mm

Styles

Tier-on-tier shutters
Versatility is the word for our tier-on-tier shutters. The
upper and lower panels can be opened independently
for greater privacy and light control at all times of day.
Perfect for homes with windows near the street.

Full-height shutters
Add clean lines and an elegant ﬁnish to any window
or door with our full-height shutters. In many cases, ﬁtting
a mid-rail increases the practical and aesthetic beneﬁts
of this style.
Custom colour. tier-on-tier, 64mm

Shell, full height, 64mm

Tracks and doors
We offer a variety of options to spruce up any door set.
A tracked formation is just the thing for a large run of glass
or room divider, with shutters that slide majestically aside
to reveal the full space behind.

Bright white, full height, 89mm

Styles

Solid shutters
Inspired by the Victorian era, the solid panel design of
the original UK shutter style comes with plenty of pluses.
As well as achieving total privacy when closed, they
act as an extra barrier against noise and weather –
the ultimate in snug, secure home comfort.

Shapes
Arches. Hexagons. Circles. Triangles. Awkward
angles. Whatever the peculiar shape of your window,
we’ll make a shutter to ﬁt it. Plus don’t think for a second
that you have to settle for a blind on your Velux® window
– we can even make a wooden shutter for that.

Café-style shutters
The shutter for stylish street-front rooms. Covering
only the lower half of your window, café-style shutters
keep prying eyes out but still let the light ﬂood into your
room. Ideal for anyone who wants to keep their curtains
open but gain some privacy.

Custom colours, solid raised panels

Custom colour, speciality shape, 64mm

Walnut stain, café style, 64mm

Dove, track shutters, hidden rods, 89mm

“One of the most professional
companies I’ve dealt with
in a long time. I am really fussy
about customer service and
will always have a bit of a
whinge if things don’t come
up to scratch, but I can honestly
say the quality of service has
been superb”
Emma from Chiswick, London.

Custom colour, solid raised panels

Black walnut, 64mm

Premium elm, silk white paint, 89mm,
centre D-mould

Ranges

Classic Poplar, shell , 89mm

Classic Poplar, custom blue, 64mm

Our ranges are designed with style
and simplicity in mind. Measured,
manufactured and fitted exclusively
by Shutterly Fabulous, they’re
aimed at all tastes and budgets.
Premium kiln-dried hardwoods
guarantee longevity and durability
across every range. Quality control
is too important to us to offer any
MDF shutters.

Ranges

Classic Poplar Wood

Premium Elm Wood

Fast-growing yellow Poplar has a smooth, even grain
that adds strength and beauty to our core range.
Shutters made from this lightweight timber are perfect for
hanging across large windows and doorways, while
any custom shape can be catered for.

Create a truly elegant look with our Premium Elm range,
made to measure for doors and windows of any size and
shape. The deep grain of Elm gives a sophisticated natural
wood effect, best accentuated by a rich stained ﬁnish
available in a variety of tones.

Waterproof Polyvinyl
Perfect for sizzling kitchens and steamy bathrooms, our
Polyvinyl range is waterproof and impervious to moisture.
Hardwearing and durable. With three glorious shades of
white to choose from, they will ﬁt beautifully into any room.

Ranges

Custom colour service
Make the ultimate statement with our unique colourmatching service. Choose any colour you like, give
us a sample and we’ll match it in a paint or stain ﬁnish.
Tie your shutters into the colour scheme of your room.
Create dramatic contrasts with furniture or accessories.
Bring your inimitable interiors vision to life. Don’t worry
about second guessing – we’ll have a sample mixed,
sprayed onto a shutter slat, and a photograph sent to
you for approval.

Preimum Elm Wood, natural stain,
89mm

Custom colour, peacock paint, 114mm

Waterproof Polyvinyl, silk white, 89mm

Solid raised shutters, custom colours

“A fantastic experience from contact
to completion. I would not hesitate
to recommend Shutterly Fabulous.
Great staff, great product and really
great prices”
Chris from Tunbridge Wells
Café style shutters, 89mm

Shutterly customised. Vibrant green, 89mm

Get to know
our shutters
They’re about to make a big impact on your
life, so it’s worth taking a closer look. Explore our
hardwood plantation shutters in detail and see
why they’re such a great choice for your home.
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1 Top and bottom rails enclose the slats to form
the panel. (You can add a middle rail if you like.)
2 Front push rods sit in a recessed mouse hole on the top
rail when slats are shut.
3 The frame houses the panel; it can ﬁx directly
onto your window frame or into a window recess.
4 Vertical rails either side of the panel are called stiles.
5 The front push rod is a thin wooden bar connected
to the slats, controlling their position when moved
up or down.

Custom colour, solid raised style shutters

“I particularly liked the way they
offered a ‘ballpark’ quote without
obligation – so many companies
won’t give you a clue until you’ve
taken the day off work for them
to measure up. No hard sell, just
a fantastic service and product
at a reasonable price”
Cheryl from Wilmslow

Full height

Full height with midrail

Tier-on-tier

Solid

Café

Shapes

Recessed mounted, 64mm

Classic Poplar range, 64mm

Extra white, door shutters, 89mm

Custom colour, full height shutters, 89mm

Unique slat profile

Walnut full height shutters, 89mm

Stains & paints

Fabulous finishes are all part of the service,
with a wealth of beautiful paint and stain
options to choose from.

Classic Poplar Wood
Our premium grade smooth wood.
Choose from 10 neutral paints or 9 warm
wood stains. Custom colours also available.
*Black is not available on Poplar wood.

Premium Elm Wood

Bright White

Silk White

Shell

Biscuit

Alabaster

Dove

Pearl

Ivory

Clotted Cream

Grey

Natural

Light Oak

Golden Oak

Sugar Maple

Honey Oak

Walnut

Cherry

Black Walnut

Wenge

Black

Bright White

Silk White

Shell

Sophisticated spectrum of 10 paints and
10 stains which look stunning applied to
this deep grained timber.

Waterproof Polyvinyl
For wet rooms, and areas prone to splashes.
Available in 3 shades of white.

Colour swatches that appear in this brochure
are for illustration purposes only and may not
be a true representation of colour.

Custom colours
If you’re thinking of going off-piste, that’s where the colour charts come in! We are delighted to offer a colour
matching service available on our Poplar and Elm ranges. Discuss more with your consultant. A 10% additional
charge and slightly longer lead times apply on custom orders.

Why choose us?

The closer you get, the better it looks. We firmly believe
this applies equally to our shutters and our company.
Our products reveal a level of craftsmanship, care and
attention unrivalled in UK shutters. Just as importantly, we
put our all into being the most reliable, dedicated and
pleasant shutter company you could wish to work with.
Of course, every customer’s experience is different*, but
here are a few of the things that set us apart.
Shutterly Fabulous from A to Z

Your shutters, your way

We’re proudly independent. You can trust us to
take care of your order from start to finish, safe
in the knowledge that your shutters have been
designed, measured, made and fitted expertly
and exclusively by us.

Our collection of shutters can be made to fit
any window and doorway, and installed in the most
unlikely spaces. You can even add nifty design
elements like hidden push rods, and fashionably wide
louvres – all at no extra cost.

A pleasure to work with

Our price promise

Choosing shutters for your home is both an
investment and an experience you want to enjoy.
We promise to keep things simple and satisfying.
We won’t bamboozle you with endless catalogues
of products and different materials. With us you
get premium-grade hardwood shutters – nothing
less, nothing else.

Our transparent pricing policy means we can
give you a quote before you book your free design
consultation. We guarantee it will be a great one;
having our own manufacturing facility means we
can keep our costs right down and match any
like-for-like UK quote.

* We’re proud to say that, almost without exception, these experiences are overwhelmingly positive –
see what our customers are saying about us on Trustpilot

Get in touch
0800 9 700 800
hello@shutterlyfabulous.com
shutterlyfabulous.com

Get in touch
For all enquires please contact
0800 9 700 800 or email us at
hello@shutterlyfabulous.com
shutterlyfabulous.com

